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The singularity
(critical level positive feedback in technology development)

Invention curve can
go almost verticalTech level Implementation

rate is limited

2020 2040

Normal tech progress

0

Exponent increases rapidly 
as tech improves, 
especially as AI kicks in

2000



Climate solutions coming
e.g. solar farming

• Sahara: 9M sq km
• Solar power = 

8.5kWh/sq m/day at 
12% efficiency

•

Solar farms

Supercables
• Over 600TW capability
• Total human usage 

today = 13.5TW
• The Sahara alone could 

supply 40x more energy 
than we need for the 
whole planet

Hydrogen

Electricity

Supercables



Transport sustainability
we need more advanced tech, not to go backwards

Sustainability
& quality of
life Slow, dirty, 

dangerous,

0-60 in 4s, 
quiet, zero 
emissions

Technology level

Slow, dirty, 
expensive &
inefficient

dangerous,
expensive 

Fast, clean, 
cheap 
safe, efficient



IT progress gives us more for less

And it isn’t 

over yet!!!



Rapid obsolescence

Device size 
and power 
consumption

Number of 
devices

Impact = device population x device impact

slow

time
The faster we go through the obsolescence cycle, the 
smaller the overall environmental impact

fast

slow



Electronic jewellery
Social status

Digital image 
augmentation

Communication, 
data distribution

Medical 
monitoring, 
alarms

Any

Networking

Identification, 
security

data distribution

Sensing

Any
form

Decoration

Tribal signalling

Digital bubble

Mobile 
website

Miniaturisation will bring everyday IT down to lapel-pin size. Combinations of 
devices can monitor and relay a wide variety of data. Potential to generate a 
1984 style surveillance society.



Privacy erosion

Levels of government and corporate 
surveillance are already high,  but people 
are getting increasingly upset about the are getting increasingly upset about the 
erosion of their privacy and freedom

If there is a backlash against it, you don’t 
want to be on the wrong side!



Display evolution

Will also see lots of very large wall displays, coffee 
table displays, digital windows, recipe tablets etc



Active contact lens
(Pearson 1991)

laser

focusing

retina
Processing

Laser Laser
micromirror

lasers

Gaze direction sensor

Micromirror Inductive 
power 
supply

Processing

Comms 
& ctrl

Laser Laser

Laser

Gaze 
direction 
sensor

Diamond 
substrate• Resolution limited by the eye

• Allows natural distance perception
• Tiny environmental footprint



Duality & 
Augmented Reality
• People, buildings and 

objects can emit an 
interactive digital ‘aura’

• Hi-res, 3D information 
overlays for email, leisure, 
socialisation, navigation etcsocialisation, navigation etc

• Dual appearance
– Can blend games into real 

world
– You can choose how you 

appear
– Everyone can see the world 

differently
– Fight off aliens while your 

partner chooses an outfit.



Digital mirror, active make-up

Can customise 
both your real 
and avatar 
appearancesappearances

Particles in active 
makeup could be 
controlled 
electronically, to 
change all 
through the day



NBIC Convergence
(nano-bio-info-cogno)

Nanotech gives 
us tiny devices

Tiny sensors help 

Biotech and IT advances 
make body and machine 
connectable

Tiny sensors help 
neuroscience figure 
out how the mind 
works

Insights from 
neuroscience feed into 
machine intelligence

Improving machine 
intelligence 
accelerates R&D in 
every sphere



AI & Robotics

Human

Machine
Human

Machine

Today

Tomorrow

The information economy will 
move into the machine world. 

Far future



OB1 - optical brain mk1
A conscious computer

1 trillion neurons in 100ml gel
1 billion times more powerful than brain, with up to 
2 million emotions & unlimited senses
Could be fully sentient
Could be benign or malicious
Can be linked to other devices via the net

Optical ‘hormone’

Gel

Optical ‘hormone’

Sensory stimulus

sensory
encoding

playback

Sensory
echo Internal sensing

neural vortex
generation

Neural
response

Neural interference
processing vortex



Smart bacteria
could exist in both real world and cyberspace

Custom 
DNA

Molecular circuitry 
assembled by cell1 micron

Bacteria linked together via infrared, to make 
sophisticated self organising circuits

DNA



Terminator scenario?

V

If we create smarter-than-man machines, we risk extinction. 
Even if they are not malign, we may end up in the same 
bargaining position as ants on a building site.

If we can enhance or link human brain to the same level of 
intelligence, then such a capability gap will not occur.

We need a good brain-machine link before we can safely make 
smarter-than-man machines



Care economy

Value of
physical/
intellectual
work

Value of 
community &
social 
wellbeingwork wellbeing

time
More face to face interaction, needing emotional and ‘human’ skills
This may favour women and older people. Companies need to adapt 
to work more closely with the community.



Revaluation of human skills

Today, people often work as smart machines

Tomorrow, they will have to focus on 
interpersonal skillsinterpersonal skills

Interpersonal skills increase as people age, 
allowing older people to do useful work, 

alleviating the pensions problem

We will see higher status for women too



NBIC enabled 

Make new organisms &
Ecosystems
Alternative biochemistry

The next wave of 
convergence:

Gaia 2.0

NBIC enabled 
organisms, 
including 
transhumans

Natural world, 
including 

Mk 1 humans

Cyberspace life, 
including conscious 
machines

Blurred 
boundary



Panda 2.0

Enhance mating desire. Add 
fertility sensors, GPS 
location and dating sites so 
that Pandas can find 
suitable mates at the right 
times. Adjust discrimination 
levels so that potential 
mates are less fussy.



Making other organisms smart

Biotechnology

Hybrid animal brains 
that contain synthetic
processing and  
memory but exist and 
compete in both natural 
world and cyberspace

Smart chimps, dogs, 
cats, worms?

Nanotechnology
Artificial
Intelligence

world and cyberspace



E-bay-bies?

Computer
Simulation

Optional genetic 
Assembly
Physical birth

Machine-designed
humans

sentience

Human
equivalence

2005 2020 2040

DNA mix
digital
conception

Simulation
E-birth

2050
0

How long will it be before it will be considered irresponsible not 

to genetically enhance your kids?

At what stage of electronic emulation or genetic assembly does a 

child become legally human?

Parents can be of any gender



AI evolution

• AIs will have their own 
cultures and civilisation that 
will cross fertilise with ours

• Sims will get much smarter!
• Some AIs will migrate from • Some AIs will migrate from 

cyberspace into the real world 
• Some people might move into 

cyberspace – retirement or 
suicide?

• Cyberspace fauna and flora The Sims, EA Games



Is this progress?

• Should we allow sentient beings in 
computer games controlled by children, 

• How long will it be before ‘Robot Wars’ 
transforms into an android version of 
the Roman Coliseum with synthetic 
blood?



Permanent layer
Mid-term layer
Transfer layer

Detachable layer
Wearable layer

Active skin – the body as IT platform

SkinEpidermis

Dermis

26

Skin-based electronics can link blood 
chemistry and nerve signals to 
external computers and systems

Even thought 
recognition is 
starting to 
appear now

Emotiv Epoc headset 
for computer games



Wireless skin capsules

Higher layer device
Higher layer device

Antenna for comms to external systems

Comms electronicsLEDRx

Antenna

LED Rx
Higher layer device

Sensor

Battery Processing

comms

Data
Storage

Sensor

Large number of capsules linked together, monitoring 
a range of signals, controlling smart drugs etc



Range of signals
from person

Signal processor 
and recorder

The human body as a data source

Data may include 
emotional state, nerve 
activity, and biomedical 
data such as breathing, 
noise, movement. Could 

AI based signal interpretation
and deduction of intent

Natural language processing

Enhanced output to external 
environment, people and 

electronic systems

Alarms,
remote

supervision

noise, movement. Could 
be used with active 
jewellery.



Sensory enhancement

Sensory

External sensors

Wearable sensors

Audio

Video

Magnetic field

Radiation (EM or nuclear)

Magnetic field

Temperature

Location
Sensory

translation
unit

Input OutputWearable sensors

Detachable sensors

Implanted sensors

Alarms
Telemetry
Monitors

Logs
Control 
systems

Messaging

Video

Heat or vibration

Pain or pleasure

Location

Proximity

Sound

Chemical or 
microbiological presence

Data

Pollutants



Dream linking

Dream state is detected in each 
person and then appropriate 
imagery and sound created in 
both headsets by computer. both headsets by computer. 

Ongoing detection of thoughts 
and emotions during dream 
influences choice of material.



How close can you get?

2010: Can touch

2025: Can link nervous systems

2040: Can link brains

2050:Can share enhanced 
consciousness in machine

2060: can share bodies too

2075: can merge completely



Post-organic life
Under 35s might live forever

As brain add-ons and IQ,memory 
and sensory upgrades account for 
an ever-increasing proportion of your 
mind’s capability and content, death 

Repliee, Osaka University

mind’s capability and content, death 
of the organic body becomes an 
inconvenience. You may just buy an 
android, upload and carry on.

By then you may have spawned 
numerous replicas. Which are you?



The Medium, 2075-2200

Medium

A global environment linking together 
all the minds of people and 
sentient machines in a global 
consciousness

Shared consciousness & awareness

Shared personalitiesShared personalities

Link nervous systems together

Body sharing

Fuzzy boundaries between people



Human-machine Convergence

Homo
habilis

homo erectus

homo sapiens
neanderthalensis

homo sapiens

homo 
optimus

homo
cyberneticus

homo sapiens ludditus

homo hybridus

homo

- 1.5M years - 125,000 years
- 750,000 years - 40,000 years

Today 50 years
100 years

cyberneticus

robotus
primus

150 years

robotus
multitudinus

homo

machinus

Sims sapiens

Bacteria sapiens

Gaia
sapiens
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